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SILICONE COLOR CHART

800-307-9218
Call one of our experts today!

Please contact Volatile Free, Inc. for pricing on premium and custom colors. A color chip must be submitted for 
color matching. Pricing for custom colors will be determined once the color has been matched and approved. VFI 
will do whatever it takes to maintain color consistency in each batch, however, it is possible for small color variations 
to occur. Weather conditions, application technique and substrate texture may affect the product’s gloss and color. 
Minimum order size is 30 gallons per color, or a small order additional charge will be applied. Allow a minimum of 
seven business days. Lead time is based upon color matching, approval by customer and lead times of pigments. 
Custom colors may not be returned. All pricing is F.O.B Volatile Free, Inc. - Brookfield, WI. Pricing is subject to change. 

White Tan Gray Armor Gray

Safety Yellow Black

Brick Red Dark Bronze Patina Green Hunter Green
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ACRYLIC COLOR CHART

800-307-9218
Call one of our experts today!

Please contact Volatile Free, Inc. for pricing on premium and custom colors. A color chip must be submitted for 
color matching. Pricing for custom colors will be determined once the color has been matched and approved. VFI 
will do whatever it takes to maintain color consistency in each batch, however, it is possible for small color variations 
to occur. Weather conditions, application technique and substrate texture may affect the product’s gloss and color. 
Minimum order size is 30 gallons per color, or a small order additional charge will be applied. Allow a minimum of 
seven business days. Lead time is based upon color matching, approval by customer and lead times of pigments. 
Custom colors may not be returned. All pricing is F.O.B Volatile Free, Inc. - Brookfield, WI. Pricing is subject to change. 

White Tan Gray Armor Gray

Hunter Green Brick Red Dark Bronze Black


